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Resume
Dans la cat6gorie Alg(P) des P-algèbres (oú P: Set -&#x3E;

Set est le foncteur ’parties’ covariant), on construit une

sous-catégorie de Birkhoff qui n’est pas ’equationnelle-1

Introduction

As in [1] a foundation distinguishing between sets, classes and conglom-
erates will be adapted.

A pair (fl, E) consisting of a family fl = (ki)iEI of sets k, (or ordi-
nals, or cardinals - whatever the reader prefers), indexed by a class I,
and a conglomerate E of n-equations is called an equational theory;
and the corresponding quasicategory Alg(n, E), consisting of those fl-
algebras that satisfy the equations in E, is called (by abuse of language)
an equational category. Disregarding the foundational problems in-
volved, these concepts have seen the light of day in the fundamental
paper [3] by Birkhoff: The finitary case, i.e., the case where I is re-
quired to be a set and each ki is required to be finite, has since grown
into a special branch of mathematics, called universal alg,ebra. Many

lMath.Subj .Class. (1991): 03C05, 08A65, 08C05, 18C05.
Key Words: Equational categories of algebras, Birkhoff subcategories.
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results remain true in the bounded case, where I is required to be a set
(Slominski [22]). A more striking observation is due to Linton (11], who
realized that the varietal case, i.e., the case where the forgetful functor
Alg(fl, E) - Set is required to be adjoint, still allows a sufficiently
rich theory (see, e.g., Manes [12]). The categories HComp of compact
Hausdorff spaces, Fram of frames, and J CPos of complete lattices and
join-preserving maps are prime examples of equational categories that
are varietal but not bounded. Unfortunately, the equational categories
CBoo of complete Boolean algebras (Gaifman [4], Hales [6]), CDLat
of complete distributive lattices (Garcia and Nelson [5]), Alg(F) of
F-structured algebra for many functors F: Set -&#x3E; Set (Kurkova-
Pohlova and Koubek [10]), and A - J CPos of J CPos-objects with
one added unary operation (Reiterman [18]) fail to be varietal. (If, for
a moment, the base category Set is replaced by the category FSet of
finite sets (cf. Reiterman [16]), it becomes even more apparent that the
concept of varietal equational categories is too narrow to cover all inter-
esting cases: categories of finite groups and the like are not varietal over
FSet). Such observations led Reiterman [13]-[18] and Rosický [19]-[21]
to some penetrating studies of equational theories and categories in a
more general realm. However, the general concept of equational cat-
egories itself, though useful as a frame for more restricted notions, is
quite obviously too wide. At least, Alg(n, E) should be required to
be legitimate, i.e., isomorphic to a category (equivalently: Alg(fl, E)
should not be bigger than a proper class; equivalently: none of the fi-
bres of Alg(n, E) should be bigger than a proper class). Slightly more
restrictive, however still too general, is the requirement that Alg(fl, E)
be fibre-small. In [13] Reitermann introduced smallness conditions

LSB (= locally small based), HOM, SUB, and CON

to make precise the idea that algebras, resp. homomorphisms, resp.
subalgebras, resp. congruence relations can be described "locally" by
sets of operations only. In particular, he demonstrated that between
these concepts the following implications (and no others) hold:
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He suggested that "reasonable" equational theories and categories
ought to be locally small based and demonstrated that all the above
examples of nonvarietal equational categories are locally small based.
He demonstrated also that such phenomena as "operational stability", 
"equational completeness " and "canonical algebraicity" do not carry
over from varietal theories to locally small based ones (Reiterman [18]).

The perhaps most famous result in universal algebra is Birkhoff’s
theorem, which states that a full subcategory of a finitary equational
category Alg(n, E) is equational, i.e., describable by means of O-equa-
tions ; if and only if it is a Birkhoff-subcategory, i.e., closed under the
formation of products, subalgebras and homomorphic images (Birkhoff
[3]). The "only if" part trivially carries over to arbitrary equational
categories. The "if" part carries over to the bounded case (Slominski
[22]) and even to the varietal case. However, the Birkhoff theorem fails
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for locally small based categories (Reiterman [15], Example 4.6). Un-
fortunately, Reiterman’s presentation of his example is rather sketchy
and it is quite cumbersome to follow his verifications. Much simpler
counterexamples exist in the general case (Rosický [19], Example 6.1,
Herrlich [7]). In these examples all the operations are unary (Rosický),
resp. nullary (Herrlich). Such simple examples don’t exist for locally
small based categories, since a locally small based equational theory,
in which the arities (considered as cardinals) have a common upper
bound, must be varietal (Reiterman [13], III 1. Lemma). It is the
author’s hope that the following example of a non-equational Birkhoff
subcategory of the category Alg(P) of P-algebras is somewhat easier
to understand than the above-mentioned example by Reiterman.

Example
Consider the equational theory (fl, E), where

(a) n = (M)M E U with U being the universe (= class of all sets), and , 

(b) E = {Ef I M f-&#x3E; N is a surjective function between sets} with
E f being the
equation WN((Xn)nEN) = WM((Xf(m))mEM).

The above equations express the fact that WN((Xn)nEN) depends only
on the set

lXnl n E N}. Thus the concrete quasicategory Alg(n,E) is con-

cretely isomorphic to the construct Alg(P), where P: Set -&#x3E; Set is

the covariant power-set functor. Consequently (n, E) and Alg(fl,E)
are not only legitimate but even locally small based (cf. Reiterman 
[18], 3.1), but obviously fail to be varietal. Via transfinite induction
one can define derived 0-ary operations 1/10/ for all ordinals a as follows:

, provided that, (3 is a direct predecessor of a,
, provided that a has no direct predecessor.

Let A be the full subcategory of AIg( 0) E), consisting of those al-
gebras, whose derived nullary operations 1/;0/ satisfy the following con-
dition :
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Clearly A is a Birkhoff subcategory of AIg(í1, E). To show that A is
not equational in Alg(fl, E) the following will be proved:
Claim: If an fl-equation t ro t’ is satisfied by all A-objects, then it

is satisfied by all Alg(l, E)-objects.
Assume that an n-equation t = t’ is not satisfied by some Alg(n, E)-

object. Since each of the terms t and t’ involves only a set of operation
symbols, there exists a regular cardinal number -y such that no op-
eration symbol wM with y  CardM occurs in t or t’. Consider the

equational theory {ny, Ey), where

(a) ny = (M)M E Uy with U1 being the class of all sets M with CardM 
q, and

(b) Ey= {Ef I M -&#x3E; N is a surjective function between inembers
of Uy} and the Ej are defined as before.

Let P1: Set -&#x3E; Set be the subfunctor of the power-set functor that
associates with every set X the set P1X = {Y E PX I CardY  y}.
Then AIg(01’ Ey) is varietal and concretely isomorphic to AIg(P1).
Let (A, (WM)MEU) be an AIg(O, E)-object that does not satisfy the
fl-equation t z t’. Then (A, (WM)MeUy) is an AIg(O-y, E1)- object
that does not satisfy the ny-equation t = t’. Thus there is a free

Alg(n-y,Ey)-algebra (F, (pM)MEUy) that does not satisfy t = t’. Add
an element oo to F and define an AIg(O, E)-object
B = (F U {oo}, (pM)MEU) as follows:

Then B does not satisfy the equation t = t’. However, by construction,
the map 0: Ord -&#x3E; F U {oo}, which associate with every ordinal a the
a-th derived 0-ary operation wa of B, has the following properties

(a) 0, restricted to the set {a E Ord a  q) of all ordinals less than
y, is injective, and

(b) Y, restricted to the class {a E Ord I -y  al, is constant with
value oo .
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Thus B is an A-object that fails to satisfy the equation t = t’.
This proves the above claim. Consequently A is not equational in
Alg(n, E). In fact: the equational hull of A in Alg(n, E) is AIg(n, E)
itself.

Remarks:

1. The arguments given above provide a new (and as it occurs to me
simpler) proof of the fact that the Birkhoff subcategory exhibited
by Reiterman [15] is not equational.

2. Every Birkhoff subcategory of Alg(fl, E) is regular epireflective in
Alg(fl, E) and thus implicational, i.e., definable by n-implications
(Banaschewski and Herrlich [2]). In the general case an illegiti-
mate collection of il-implications may be necessary (Herrlich [7]),
but for legitimate equational categories Alg(n, E) a class of 0-
implications suffices. In the example discussed above one may
choose the following particularly simple n-implications Imp(a, B)
for each ordinal a and each limit ordinal B with a  B:

Imp(a,¡3)
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